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‘Black Swan’ Background

● Created in 2010 by Aronofsky and Heinz

● Nina, a ballerina, gets cast as the swan 

queen in Swan Lake

● Nina is very feminine and innocent, so the 

white swan role comes naturally, but the 

black swan role becomes a challenge

● As another dancer tries to take her role and 

romantic interest, her life begins to take on 

the plot of swan lake, and she herself begins 

a physical and mental change



What is Swan Lake?

● Swan Lake is one of the most famous ballets, 

created in the 1800s

● The ballet follows a princess, who meets her prince

● The princess gets cursed into becoming a white 

swan

● Unknowing, the prince is seduced by her 

counterpart, the black swan

● Heartbroken about her prince falling in love with 

the wrong girl, she decides to end her life



Stereotypes of The 
White Swan

Stereotypes of The 

Black Swan



Part One: The 
Princess Phase

● Nina is characterized as small, 
feminine, innocent, and childlike

● Once rehearsals begin the 
director, Thomas, makes 
advances and they begin a 
physical relationship

● Nina notices that the last swan 
queen, Beth, also had a 
relationship with Thomas 

● Beth, upset that her job is done, 
walks into traffic putting herself in 
the hospital

● Nina’s paranoia begins



Part Two: The 
White Swan Phase
● Nina’s understudy, Lilly, invites 

her out to have some fun and 
take a break 

● Lilly drugs Nina’s drink, cursing 
her in a sense

● This sends Nina even further into 
her spiral, her delusions become 
much stronger

● Nina sees Beth at the hospital, 
Beth dies, Nina isn’t sure if she 
killed Beth or if Beth killed herself

● Nina sees that Thomas is also 
interested in Lilly
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Images of the Swan in The White Swan Phase



Part Three: Being Both the 
White and Black Swan

● As Nina goes to perform in front 
of an audience for the first time, 
her delusions strengthen

● She sees herself fight off Lilly, 
stabbing her to secure her role

● She feels the black swan take 
over her and sees herself fully 
transform

● She realizes that she actually 
stabbed herself

● As her character kills herself in 
the ballet, Nina herself dies
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Images of the Black Swan



Analysis: Color
Just as a white swan and black swan represent different 
symbols in a difference of color, Nina’s color choice reflects 
her mental state.



Analysis: Gender 



Conclusions

● Black swan mostly reinforces 

stereotypes surrounding swans, 

popularized by Swan Lake

● Ultimately the images of the black and 

white swan conform to stereotypes 

surrounding the animal and gender 

roles


